
Each school is a like a river. They can be complex places: every year, students come and
students go. Each young person is different, with different knowledge and skills and
talents. Every teacher is different too, with different levels of skills and experience in a
profession that lasts a life�me.

At the end of every lesson, the student has moved their knowledge forward and changed
as an individual. The river con�nues to flow downstream. To make sense of this energy, we
focus on two things at school: our curriculum and our values. In today’s newsle�er, you
will see how we aim to provide learning experiences of the highest quality, such as the
STEM visit of Spot the Dog or the week-long boot camp.

The second focus is on how we behave and the values that underpin our school’s rou�nes
for excellence. We want our students to have the best of opportuni�es and facili�es to
allow them to exploit their many and varied talents. On a personal level, we want them to
follow the habits and rou�nes which will make them the best versions of themselves.

It is with great pride that we celebrated our students’ achievements at GCSE. They leave
us with great pride in the five years they have spent with us. We wish them every success.
Our Year 7 students have started their journeys quite brilliantly. They head off soon to their
leadership residen�al in Brathay in the Lake District, where they will get on the water for
real!

As always, thank you to you as parents and carers for the support you provide our school
and young people. Together, as one team, we can set the highest of
expecta�ons for success.
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AND NEW BEGINNINGS

Fond Farewells

Y-Kids may have taken the term ‘boot
camp’ a little too literally at the start of
term. Year 7 covered a wide range of

subjects in the first week of term - their first
week at King’s Leadership Academy
Hawthornes.

‘Boot camp’ covers everything all of our
students need at the start of a new school
year: getting to grips with their
Chromebooks, familiarising themselves with
all of the school’s routines and - apparently -
a metaphorical representation of the school
year in a militaristic agility course.

Neil from Y-Kids disguised himself as ‘The
General’ and emerged to rapturous laughter
and engagement from the new students.
Having had the pleasure of watching
numerous Year 7 docks undertaking The
General’s ‘school survival guide’, it was clear
that the newest members of our cohort are
quickly adapting to and embracing every

part of school life at Hawthornes. The
feedback from teachers and amazing
moments of celebration in Year 7 assemblies
during the last few weeks have been a
further testament to this.

Although it seems a while ago now,
reflecting on the huge successes
during results day for last year’s Year

11 class has been an important reminder of
hard work paying off at the beginning of this
year. Their stories told and examples set
have been included in assemblies during the
first weeks of school and serve as a massive
source of inspiration and motivation.

Results day at King’s Hawthornes saw our
best performance ever at GCSE. A huge
congratulations to all of the students for their
most well-deserved success. Nearly a fifth of
the grades awarded were at grades 7-9.

Tears of joy (and in some cases - relief!)
followed the opening of envelopes. Max
Preece was delighted with his grade 9 in

English Language and is off to continue his
studies at South Sefton College.

Kim McNulty and Ruby O’Neill celebrated a
host of excellent results including matching
grade 9’s in Spanish! Abbie Watson is off to
study English Literature at college with her
grade 9 alongside her raft of excellent
grades. Elisabeth Obasuyi achieved a
fabulous 6 grade 9’s and her friend Chidera
Ibe celebrated 8 grade 8’s!

While these are just a few highlights of
results day, these students represent the
hard work and success of their entire year
group. Results day’s celebrations brought
them one step closer to their future plans
with an even greater air of optimism and
drive.
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Neil from Y-Kids about to bark more orders at
one of his boot camp squadrons.



King’s Leadership Academy
Hawthornes is often host to a range
of distinguished guests but Monday’s

visitor came with a list of unique requests: an
entourage, spare batteries and a place to
plug themselves in.

Spot, a robotic dog designed by engineering
giants Boston Dynamics, has been making
its way around Liverpool recently since The
Manufacturing Centre were lucky enough to
get their hands on not only one, but two of
the robotic helpers.

Spot is designed to be
able to aid in a range
of tasks in a variety of
work environments.
Thanks to its modular
design, it’s suitable
for almost any task -
especially for
explaining and
exemplifying the
exciting side of the
tech industry to our
Year 10 students.

Members of The Manufacturing Centre in
Liverpool brought Spot along to help
illustrate the huge range of opportunities in
the STEM field. When being introduced to
Spot and representatives from TMC, our
students were told: “You are all going to be
the engineers of the future.” This powerful
message echoed throughout the activities
during the day - in between learning about
robot design, programming, testing and
even during Spot’s walk around the whole
school at lunch.
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Canine Contraption Captivates
cohort during careers event

Year 10 students learning about Spot’s many uses and how robots just like
it are already revolutionising a range of industries - it even did a little dance.

Spot makes its way around the
school at lunch for everyone to see.



£121 RAISED FOR MACMILLAN

Astrong sense of community has been visible throughout the school since the start of our
first term this year. We see it in the classrooms, in the corridors and in every interaction
between pupils and staff.

The total raised during our evening ‘coffee morning’ was a warming way of seeing this in
action. A massive thanks needs to be given to all visitors who dug deep into their pockets to
support a great cause and another given to the group of students who gave up their Monday
evening setting up and selling cakes to raise money for cancer support.

5 - 3 Victory for Year 8 football team
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It’s so inspiring to see students leaving
school everyday, still full of energy even
after a full day of challenging academia -

the King’s Leadership Academy Hawthornes
football team took that to the next level last
week.

They clearly took to the pitch imbued with
enthusiasm as a commanding lead in the
first half led to a victorious 5-3 finish against
Savio Salesian College. Celebrating every
victory we see in school is a core part of the
community that each student is part of and
the massive round of applause for the Year
8 football team as the students lined up for
dock time the following morning was a
moving embodiment of this ideal.

Mahmoud was given a special shout-out as
‘man of the match’ after scoring an
impressive four goals during the game; after
talking to him about the game it’s clear that

even four goals and a win haven’t sated his
heartening aspirations.

At half time, already having scored a hat-
trick, Mahmoud said he “felt like that’s not
enough and I
need to score
more.” His advice
for keeping your
cool during a
difficult match
was to “take it
easy and never
get angry with
your teammates.”
That appears to
have paid off as
by the end he
said: “Everyone
was happy and
there were lots of
high-fives.”

A special thanks to all of the students that
helped raise money for a great cause.

Man of the match!
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The world reimagined project
YEAR 8 POETRY PICKED out AND PUBLISHED

In the last issue of our ASPIRE newsletter we mentioned The World Reimagined project:students working together, using art and poetry to express and explore their own heritage.
While the impressive collaborative globe went off to be displayed in Crosby, our poems were

sent off to be assessed by the project’s leaders - and one of our Year 8 students’ poems
definitely caught their attention.

Evie’s poem “Sewn Together for Refuge” will be
published alongside the work of renowned poets like
John Argard and Benjamin Zephaniah as part of the
project. After finding out, Evie said: “I like to know that
people are thinking about what you wrote, knowing that
it’s had an impact on people.

“I think it’s really cool that I can write something and
other people will see it and can inspire other people - not
just about writing - I think people should look at the
message.”

Sewn Together for Refuge
Liverpool docks, the middle passage,

We are shoved below deck in masses.

A dark passageway, a dingy, brooding tunnel.

Still no water lay peering through the empty, desolate funnel,

A breath of fresh air, still not in sight,

Only the dry, hot sun, keeping us from fright,

A turning, tipping boat, with our only supply rife,

Passing through the dock, holding onto life.

Sewn close together, we held on through the night,

Treated and thrown away like cattle,

Our chains hurt, they rattle.

Toxteth riots, nineteen eighty,

Rioting on the streets daily.

Harsh flashing lights and faithful silhouettes,

The stench of dried up tears and burnt cigarettes,

Desperate screams and careless reporters,

Flickering their cameras at us and our supporters,

Spreading lies, tearing our movement into their own word,

The world doesn’t have a care and we remain unheard,

The hand drawn banners and the marching civilians,

Waiting for a change that’s one against millions.

Evie reciting her poem ‘Sewn Together
for Refuge’ during assembly.


